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TEACHING GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY IN ETH~OPIAN SCHOOLS 

Walt r E. McPhie 

For many years. in traditional schools, a person who was a scholarly geog
rapher or historian was considered . to possess all of the necessary attributes 
of a good teach~r of those subjects. Subsequent Investigation has indicated. how
ever, that, while there Is no substitute for scholarship and thorough knowledge 
of the subject to be taught. there are other aspects of teaching which are as 
important If optimum educational goals are to be achieved. For. In addition to 
knowing what to teach. It is extremely important to know and understand who 
is being taught, why the students need to learn the lessons being taught. and 
how the lessons can be learned most efficiently and effectively. Since the scholar
ship requirement Is widely accepted and understood. the latter three requirements 
constitute he focus of this .article. 

Whom Am i Teaching? 

One of the most important questions any teacher can ask himself Is: "Whom 
am I teaching?" Such an inquiry is a basiC consideration in developing a rationale 
for teaching any subject. It also naturally precedes the selection of methods of 
instruction. Since more will be written about both of these processes in later 
paragrephs. a more general examination of the importance of knowing the students ' 
is given here. 

It' all students were "tape-recorders" . the process of teaching would be re
latively simple. The teacher would need only to speak words and the mes8ag<l 
could be "recorded". At an opportune moment. buttons could be pushed and the 
students would "play back" what had been recorded exactly as it had been 
delivered. Fortunately. however. students are much more complex (and wonder
ful) than the most Intricate tape-recorder known to man. Fe~dlng a verbal or 
written message Into the minds of two or more students may result In very 
different kinds of "recordings". Some of the many factors which may Influence 
the "recordings" are maturity, experience, and interest. Obviously a child of eight 
years cannot grasp complex geographical or historical concepts as easily as a
person with thirty years of developed maturity. Not so obviously, h'pwever, one 
boy who Is fifteen years old who has had the good fortune to travel 1extenslvely, 
both in his own country and in others as weil , will have an easier tIme learning: 
about people and places than a boy of exactly the same age who has lived hIs 
life in a relatively restricted locality. However, even two students with similar 
maturity· and experience may "hear" entirely different lessons in geography if 
one Intends to be a cartographer and the other a self-employed business man. 
Since the subject has more obvious relevance for one career than the other, 
the interests of the students make entirely different receptors out of the listeners. 

Unless the scholar reCQgnizes these kinds .of important facts about his 
students, he Is likely to teach as it they were tape-recorders. He Is likely to go' 
about his profession In much the same manner as the unwt15e tarmer who broad
casts his maize over the ground. giving no thought to the composition of the soil, 
and making no attempt to prepare the soli In order that It might be a mote con-
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ducive environment in which the seed might germinate more easily and effectively , 
Once the scholar is aware that his classroom Is filled with students who are 
individuals and who. for one reason or another. differ as receptors to the Instruc
tional message. he is In a position to prepare his lessons so that the individual 
needs of his students are met as far as possible. The scholar may fee l he ,is too 
busy for such tlme-consuming exercises, that he must cover his lectures. The 
scholarly teacher, however, recognizes the vast waste of human resources which 
'results from merely "broadcasting" the instructional message; ho knows that he 
can do no less than make an honest effort to take each student from where he 
is to where he needs to be, 

Why Learn About Geography and History? 

Unless a teacher is careful he Is likely to give superficial responses to in
quiries as to why his subject should be taught to students, Some scholars claim 
that no defense is necessary for teaching 9,eogriiphy and history in government 
schools, that they are intierently " good" and should therefore be taught I The' 
scholarly teacher recognizes. however, that, except for the few who can Indulge 
in absolute educatlonal luxury. knowledge has utilitarian value, It enab!es Its 
possessor to earn a living through rendering a service of performin~ a skill; It 
improves ahd/or maintains health; it permits the solution to problems; it en
hances societal relations; it offers a source of enjoyment: etc. 

t 

In order for a teacher to properly orient his lessons. h~ must first know and 
understand the probable use to which the students will put the newly acquired
knoy.lledge. The teacher of geography or history must ask himself: "Why do these 
students need to know anything about my subjects?" When and if this q~ lion 
Is answered satisfactorIly. It should be followed by another: " What of all that Is 
known 'and understood about 'geography and/or history will serve the needs of 
these students best?" 

In responding to the above questions a teacher In Ethiopia is immediately 
forced into an analysis of the future of his students. What will most of these 
young people be doing ten, twenty, forty years from now? How many will be 
prof,essors of history or geography? How many wlH be professional historians 
or cartographers - or in some other way be directly In'volved' in the exercise 
of knowledge gaIned from the disclpline~ of geography and history? The realistic 
teacher will undoubtedly conclude that. at least for several decades to come, 
a small minority of students will fit Into these categories, Rather, ~he students 
currently in grades one through twelve will more likely be farmers, smpll business- • 
men, employees of larger bUSinesses. skilled and semiskilled watters, Above 
all. virtually 'every student wIll remaif1 an Ethiopian citizen, and none will escape ; 
'membership in the world community. For the most part. these are the consumers 

, of geographical and historical instruction In Ethiopian schools. 

Again, the scholarly teacher enters into the process of self-Inquiry. "Are 
there essential differences between the kinds of knowledge and understandIng 
needed by professional geographers and historians and those who will not need to 
use these disciplines professionally? The answer -is obviously in the affirmative. 
The professor of history is e~pected to be an expert in 411 phases of his special
ization, He must be Immediately conversant with not only the broad panorama 
of the past. with Its causes and effects. but also with great quantities of detail, 
about specific avents. After all. this is the meaning of specializ:atlon. Young 
Kebede (or Halle. or Tamrat. etc.), who will not become an hIstorical specIalist. 
but who will eventually become a good farmer. tradesman. or mechanld, will have 
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little time or need for much minutiae and detail In order to understand his own 
value structure, public issues, political preferences, 'world events. etc. (minimum 
require.ments of an intelligent, informed citizen). Kebede will need to be accur
ately i'nformed about the "broad picture" of the past and the larger causes and 
effects. They must serve as bases for his decisions and socio-polftical actions. 
in I'ike manner, a professional cartographer must possess detailed comprehension 
of a vast number of geographIcal concopts whIch would be largely superfluous for 
Kebede, who inteMs to use geographical under tanding as a background to 
citizenship action only. .\ 

No one would deny the desirability of having everyone an expert and a special
ist in all subjects. Such a citizenry would be a delight!· dnce that Idealistic bubble 
is exploded by the sharp point of reality. however. the scholarly teacher Is left with 
the responsibility ot orienting his instruction In the direction of the realistic 
needs of his students. Since all of the students will be using geography and 
history as resource jnformation from which to take guidance as Ethiopian 
citizens, and since relatively few will become professionals within the disciplines 
of geography and history, it would 'appear logical for school teachers to orient 
their Instruction in the direction of larger. more important, geographical and 
historical concepts with considerable application to current Ethiopian life and 
problems: To do so does not require any less intellectual ability on the part of 
the teacher; Indeed, it may require even more. Neither should such practical 
orientation diminish the value and prestige of education. The teacher who knows 
that the students need one kind of education, but who insists on giving them 
another because of scholarly tradition , is no wiser than the young man who, hav{n,g 
lost a coin in a dark alley, chose to search for It in another place because the light 
was better there. 

Q~vlously, there needs to be some provision for the mll)ority. of students 
who eventually will become profe'ssional geo~raphers and historians. These stu
dents, especially In secondary sch·ools. nee. to be identified (through interest 
and ability) and offered more demanding and detailed instruction. typical of a 
good, college preparatory program. This c~n be accomplished admfnlstratNely 
with the provision of honours sections in larger schools and with differentiated 
instruction within classes in smaller schools. The basic orientation, however, 
must be In the direction of the needs of the majority of students with special 
provisions for the special needs of tho minority. The tBil must not wag the dog! 

How Can Geographical and Historical Concepts Be T ught Bost? 
\ 
i 

Any author Is exceedingly presumptuous who attempts to dIctate some recipe 
for "best" teaching of anything Teaching is a most complex procedure, involving 
variables in students, teachers. and environment, and combinations of all three. 
What is "best" for one teacher or student may in fact be far from best for another. 
Recognizing these facts, however. should not place teaching and learning. as pro· 
cesses, beyond the reach of study and conclusions. While it may be true that 
no one method of teaching can be a "universal best", it Is also true that man has 
been attempting to teach his fellowman since the beginning of time and a great 
amount ot information about teaching and learning has been accumulated. From 
this vast arena of experience, and subsequent careful .examinatlon. comes a, 
number of rather reliable suggestions which are invaluable for any teacher who 
will apply them seriously. Some of the mor-e valuable suggestions for teachers 
of geography and history ate listed below: 
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1. Don't attempt to teach everytbipg. It is impossible to teach "World 
History" or the "Geography of Ethiopia" to students during a school year, ten 
school years, or a lifetime. So much is involved in these broad categories as to 
·defy total Instruction, even If the teacher possessed all of the required knowledge 
and Information - which he doesn't! A good teacher recognizes this and knows 
that he must select what will be taught during the brief period of time he Ms 
with his students. Such selection should be based on curriculum guides from the 
Ministry of Education as broad outlines· and, within these prescriptions, the 
needs of the students. 

Broad topics, such as the ,. History or Geography of Africa, Ethiopia, etc ... , 
need to be broken Into smaller units of study. Such a procedure has two distinct 
advantages: . 

A} A large topic, intertded as a course of study for an entire school year,. 
can be all9tted blocks of time more easily and accurately when divided into 
smaller, meaningful sections. Such time allotments are advisable In order to in
sure that the teacher does not spend a disproportionate amount of time on topics 
early in the course, leaving little or no time for equally important topics toward 
the end of the course. 

B)' UOits of study within a course give shatter range goals which are,more
motivating and psychologically more satisfying to the students. This can be most 
easily understood If the reader will think about any large task he/she has under· 
taken. For example, traveling a long distance, whether walking or riding, becomes 
very tiresome and psychologically disSatisfying If the traveler thinks of nothing 
but the eventual destination. Because of this, the traveler sets a number of 
intermediate goals (I.e., the next bend in the road, the mountain. the stand of 
trees, the next village, etc.) which can be achieved relatively more quickly than 
the eventual goal but which are satisfying because they represent substantial 
progress toward that eventual goal. It should be noted here that the units of 
study need to be large enough to represent substantial progress. Dally lesson 
plans are rarely large enough in scope to qualify as successful units of study. 
Rather, daily lesson plans be'come integral parts of units of study. ~nd the units. 
Qt study make up the course. , 

i 
I 

Examples of possible ways of dividing two courses into units, along with 
suggested time allotments, are given below (It should be remembered that there 
fs no one way to do this. The reader may choose other unit arrangements and 
time allotments for the same courses which. tor him, may be superior to the 
examples given) . 

• Obviously, If the teache'f (the amployee) disagrees with Ministry \If Education (tha employer), 
as to the curriculum, he has two legal alternatives: 1) He may vigorously attempt to brIng 
about changes In the currIculum, or 2) He may seek employment ~Isewhere. 0 dlca:ted teachers, 
of course, would give serious support to the former ratner than the 18ttM. 
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Unit One: 
Unit Two' 
unit Three: 
Unit Four: 
Unit Five: 
Unit Six: 
Unit Seven : 

Unit One: ' 
Unit Two: 
Unit Three: 
Unit Four: 
Unit Five: 
Unit Six: 

" , . 

Course: Geography ot Ethiopia 

General Topography and political Boundaries' 

Climate 
Watersheds, River Systems, and !.akes 

Soil and Minerals 
Flora and Fauna 
Agriculture and Industry 
Population Centers 

Course: History of Ethiopia 

The Dawn of Early Ethiopia 

Eth.lopla Divided 
The Solomonlc Dynasty 
The ~onquerlng Muslims 
Ethiopia In IsolatIon 
EthIopia in Modern Times 

5 weeks 
6 weaks 
7 weeks 
4 weekS 

5 W6cl"S 

6 weeks 
3 weeks 

36 weeks 

4 weeks 
4 weeks 
7 weekll 
5 ~eks 
6 weekS 

1U weeks ----
36 weeks 

Having once determined the unit structure of the' coOrse and approximate
time allotments (approximate because the teacher will undoubtedly make changes 
as he Interacts with the students) , the teacher is then in a position to (solate 
the most important understandings in each unit. Many new teachers have been 
helped in this process of selection and eliminatIon by following this sImple 
procedure: Having read a text (or preferably several sources) dealing with the 
particular umt to be taught, the teacher closes the book (or books) and asks 
himself. "If I were permitted to teach only .one important idea. event, or circum
stance from the reading I have just done, what would it be?" He then wrItes 
down his decision. Again he asks himself, "If I could teach just one more thing 
from my reading. what would it be?" Again. he records hIS selection. This con
tinues until a sizable number of basic concepts have been selected on the basiS 
of Importance in the lives of the students and the use to which the Information 
will be put. To this list of selected concepts can be added skills (such as study 
and research techniques) and other related, useful learnings. The, teacher then 
has his total teaching objectives for the unit before him. The reader will note 
the dIfference between this sU99El,sted procedure. with its focus on specJfI~ 
concepts, skills. etc., to be learned, and the more usual procedure of starting 
on page one of the text and "covering" the contents. The suggested procedure 
is based on the assumption that It is better to teach less content II than to 

cover much content poorly! 
2. Choose an appropriate method or technique for the concept to be taught, 

Most people. when they hear the word "teaching", associate it with a scholarly
looking person engaged in . "telling" a group of students something! Telling is 
indeed one way of teaching. but it is only one way. Often it is the I t appro
priate way. Having students read is another way of teaching, but It also haS' 
distinct limitations. A careful analysis reveals that, while telling and reeding are 
undoubtedly the most widely used techniques In teaching. both rely almost ex· 
elusively on symbol recognition, Words, whether written or spoken. are symbols 
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and are meaningful only if the listener 01' reader has had experiences With which 
to associate the symbols. For example. students may be told (or thay' may read) 
that .• Aardvarks are indigenous to Africa." These students may. It they see or 
hear the phrase often enough, repeat it verbally or in writing without error. 
Jt is a naive teacher, however, who assumes, Just because students can repeat 
what have heard or seen, that they have understood. Unless the students' ex
periential backgrounds have provided them with mental Images with which the 
symbols "Aardvark", "indigenous", and 'Africa", can be accurately associated, 
they have understood nothingl They have memorized nonsense symbols! 

The above is not Intended to be a blanket Indictment of telling and reading 
as teaching techniques. ·Obviously. these are very useful tools. When a teacher 
really understands the limitations of ymbol usage, however, he is better pre
pared to select methods and techniques which take into account the experiential 
background (and the vocabulary derived therefrom) of his students. 

One very useful device for determining the' best method of teaching con· 
ceptual material was developed by Woodruff.· While what Is suggested below 
takes some IibertJes with the original proposals of that author, his basic ideas 
are retained and should 'prove invaluable to geography and history teachers In 
quest of mQre appropriate teaching methods and techniques . 

.. 

Although there are limitless numbers of concepts which could be taught. 
wouldn't )t be valuable if all concepts could be grouped into five rather broad 
categories and If the most appropriate procedures could be identified for teaching -
each of the categories? That basically Is what Woodruff attempts to do. His five - _. 
broad categories of concepts are as follows: 1} conc~pts about People, Persons. 
or living ThIngs, , 2) concepts about Processes, Behaviour, and Events, 3)" con
cepts about Personal Feelings, 4) Sensory-type concepts, and 5) concepts about 
Quantitative, Dimensional and Spatial Relationships. 

The seven-lettered word "MeneUk" Is a symbol representing at least two 
human beings who were Important in Ethiopian history. For some students the 
two Menellks have become concepts or living images in their minds. For others, 
they remain symbols only, words retained through the process of memorizatIon, 
with little or no meaning attached. Some students have accurate' conceptual 
images evoked when they hear or read such symbols as Ethiopians, Americans, 
Japanese, RUSSians. Chinese. Jews, Muslims, Catholics, Negroes, ~aucasians, etc. 
Other students have no real mental Images at all: while others have inaccurate 
and biased concepts. How does a teacher develop accurate concepts anout people, 
persons and living things,? The best possible way is to have first-hand "xperlence 
with the subjects for long enough periods of t ime to let bias give way to facts. 
Since this is Impossible in many instances in schools (the students can't meet, 
associate with, and observe Menelik, who is dead, nor Prime Minister Wilson. 
who Is alive) vicarious methods are often required. These include pictures (mo
tion and/or still); recordings of voices (If available); anecdotes or short stories 
which reveal character, personality, and other intimate charact~ristlcs ot the 
person or people Involved. 

Processes, behaviors and events are especially important concepts to teachers 
of history and geography. Wal's, political struggle: erosion; agriculture, climate, 
etc. are constant topIcs of instructIon within this categQ[Y' Again, first-hand , 

• ASBhel O. Woodruff. 
1961. 

Ie Concepts of Teaching. S8n Francisco: Chandler Publi~hlng Company, 
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experience is best for really understanding this type of concept (those who have 
been involved in iVar understand 'war better than those who havf) not; a witness 
of erosion understands the process better than he who only hears about it, etc.}, 
but again a vicarious approach ·is often the only practical way of teaching such 
concepts. Vivid examples csn be us~d (a fight between two boys offers a micro· 
scopic example of nearly every aspeot of war, fOI' example) . Demonstrations are 
helpful (water poured over sand or earth reveals much about the process of ero
sion). Drama or role-playing permits the students to vicariously feel their way 
through events and situations. FIelds ·trips are often Indispensable In putting stu· 
dents into contact with .events. processes, and behavior, 

Personal feelin!}s as concepts are perhaps not as Important to geography 
teachers as they are occasionally to the teacher of history. The paramount thing 
to be remembered is that concepts of personal feeling can be evoked only to 
the degree that the teacher can get students to recall situations in their own lives 
which resulted in sl~lIar feelings. Role playing and movies are helpful In ,this 
process. . 

Sensory-type concepts are those which deal with the sound, taste, smell, 
feel. or appearance of things. In most instances students must actually have 
first-hand experience 'through the senses Involved in order to form an accurate 
concept: Can a student be taught the taste of wat and injera without tasting it? 
the odor of eucalyptu$ leaves without smelling them? the texture of a snake's 
skin without feeling it? .the sound of fire without hearing it? or the appearance 
of a giraffe without seeing it? Real learning of sensory-type .concepts by vlcariou~ 
teaching methods is very difficult if not, in most cases, impossible. Pic~ures and 
recordings offer some possibilities for sight and sound, however. 

Concepts dealing with quantitative, dimensional. and spatial relationships are 
agalrr of prime interest to geography and history teachers. What does the number 
twenty-five million people mean as a concept? A fifteen thousand foot mountain 
peak? Five thousand miles across Africa? A battle in 1066? A billion' dollars? 
A long war? The basic key to developlng these kinds of concepts Is the use of 
comparisons with things that are known by the students. Dates are sometimes 
put Into perspective with time-lines, charts , and graphs. less than one billion 
minutes have elapsed since Frumentlus brought Christianity to Ethiopia. Travers
Ing five thousand miles Is meaningful only if the mode of travel is known and 
understood. Population is meaningful only when compared with something under
stood by the students (Ethiopia, with an estimated 25 million people, may appear 
to be densely populated until qampared with Japan where tour times as many 
people live on less than one-tAlrd the land area). Field trips a~e again very 
helpful with some. of these kinds of concepts. 

As the teacher of geography or history prepares his lessons, he can look' 
at the concepts he has selected and attempt to put them Into the categories 
given above. Often the concepts will not fit neatly into anyone of the five cate
gories, however. A concept about war involves people, processes, events, quan
tities, etc. Nevertheless, these aspects of the concept of war will be taught 
more meaningfully If a sincere attempt is made to get at each of them with 
appropriate teaching procedures. Whi1e such attention to complete detail is not 
always pOSSible, the wise ·teacher understands what shoVld be done and is in a 
position to select, on a priority basis , what time will and will not permit. • 

3. Make the students think while you teach. One of the reasons for suggest
ing more "doing" and less "telling" in teaching geography and history is that 
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telling tends to be a procedure which makes passive learners of the students. 
They tend to sit qufetly while the teacher pours their heads full of luformation. 
Unfortunately, studIes indicate that passive learning Is difficult to retain. Motiva
tion tends to be a problem under such conditions also. The wise teacher works 
his students mentally in the classroom He wants his students to know and 
understand the "whats" of his subject, but he wants even more for them to 
know the "whys". He doesn't Just give the "whys", however; he draws it from 
the students; he makes them work it out. 

4. Teach the students how to find answers and Information, HaVing a store
house of knowledge In 'one's mind is an asset. However, there is much more 
to be known than can be stored In anyone person's brain. Of prime importance 
t,hen Is the ability to find information when needed. Facts and information can 
be forgotten through disuse by even the most sophisticated scholar. Such a loss, 
however, Is not so serious if the means of regaining the information is stili 
remembered. Modest research skill should be a part of every geography and 
hlstof!' class. Habitual use of- a library (even th?ugh very small) Is essential. 

5. Teach the students to question information re nsibly. A student Is 
hardly worthy of the name unless, from time to time, serious questions arise In 
his mind relevant to the teachings in his texts or from his teacher. Such ques
t~ons should not be discoura~ed. Inquiry form~ tha verY heart and soul of educa. 
tlon. InquIrY for Inquiry's sake however (i.e., irresponsible questions which are 
based on little or no thought) is wasteful of precious time and should not be 
encouraged. Sometimes the balance between serious questions and their oppo
sites are not easily discernible, but the teacher should give the benefit of the' 
doubt to the students and foster an atmosphere of intellectual inquiry. 

In Conclusion, and by way of a summary, the foregoing paragraphs have sug
gested that teaching geography and history Is a complex assignment. It involves 
knowing the students: it involves developing a rationale for teaching the disci
plines of geography and nistory to students who. for the most part. will not use 
the information professionally: and it Involves meticulous care in preparing 
lessons with meaningfully selected obJectives. and carefully coordinated methods 
and techniques. In short, it Involves the preparation of well Informed citizens who 
can and will think carefully about Important social Issues, who know where to find 
information as background to their thinking, and who are unafraid to question 
Information after serious, responsible study and thought. Teaching geography and 
history. then, is too Important to be left to anyone but seTlou , dedicated. and 
professional teachers. . 
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